
Models for sale – cleaning out the shop! 
Clik NG Limited F3P Edi?on   www.rc-factory.cz 
Model is ready to fly, only a 2S, 300 – 400 mah Lipo baAery needed.  Factory power system and 
digital micro servos, Spektrum AR6210 receiver with daughter receiver.  This model is fully 
aerobaLc and 3D capable.  Rolling circles, rolling harriers, and rolling loops can be flown with 
precision.  A great advanced aerobaLcs trainer, it will teach you volumes about flying with 
rudder.  Flies slowly, intended for indoor precision aerobaLcs, but lots of fun to fly at the park 
on calm summer evenings.  As is $50 OBO.  Carl Thuesen 406-855-7644 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Models for sale – cleaning out the shop! 
DuraPlane 
40 size advanced trainer/ beginning to intermediate aerobaLcs trainer with rugged combat like 
construcLon.  Foam core semi-symmetrical wing with stout spars and ripstop nylon covering, 
PVC downspout fuselage pod and aluminum tail boom, tricycle landing gear.  Comes with OS 
MAX .46 FX engine and four JR 537 standard analog servos.  Receiver and baAery needed to fly.  
Last flown by my son Ben about 20 years ago.  He learned to land and fly basic aerobaLcs with 
this ship.  A good flying and stabile airplane!  Engine has been covered in storage.  As is $75 
OBO.  Carl Thuesen 406-855-7644 
 

 

 



Models for sale – cleaning out the shop! 
Two Wasp Open B combat planes 
These planes were designed and kiAed by Ron Horton.  They are ruggedly constructed for the 
rigors of combat, featuring a machine cut nylon profile fuselage, and foam core wing with 
fiberglass spars and ripstop nylon covering.  Tail surfaces are plasLc signboard.  Both airplanes 
have BriLsh made Irvine .25 engines that really make the RPM’s.  They come with JR 537 
standard analog servos.  Apparently only 1 wing has survived, I can’t find the other one.  Two 
sets of foam wing blanks and two sets of matched cut foam wing cores, and extra signboard are 
included.  Receivers and baAeries needed to fly.  These planes were flown in one BFM combat 
contest by my son Ben, but other than that, have very liAle Lme on them.  Engines are like new 
and were covered during storage.  As is $100 OBO.  Carl Thuesen 406-855-7644 
 

 
 


